WELCOME TO THE JANUARY
ISSUE OF THE PEMA
NEWSLETTER!

© Port Equipment Manufacturers Association

Welcome to the JANUARY issue of the PEMA
newsletter…
PEMA would like to praise the commitment of the
ports and terminals sector as it strives to play its role
in keeping global trade flowing in response to the
spread of Covid-19. In addition to its terrible human
toll, the coronavirus has put unprecedented pressure
on the complex supply chains that play a crucial role
to the functioning of the global economy and the wellbeing and livelihoods of people everywhere. Although
disruption is likely to characterize the weeks and months ahead, the efforts of the global ports and terminals
sector today will help to ensure that once the Covoid-19 crisis is over, global trade will be better placed to
recover as strongly and quickly as possible.
With regular updates on Association events, members and publications, we hope that the newsletter will be a
fresh and easy way for members to keep up to date with all the latest PEMA news. The past year has been
exceptionally busy for the Association. We have welcomed several new members, planned members exclusive
initiatives, drafted and published PEMA Information Papers, and held 3 virtual webinar meetings.
A busy year for sure - but we’re aiming for an even busier 2021! Makes sure you check the upcoming scheduled
activities of the association below.
We thank all our members for their continued support and commitment!
In this issue:
• PEMA to host webinar exploring the Port BULK Challenges post COVID-19.
• PEMA publishes last information paper for 2020 – RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CRANE RAIL SYSTEMS.
• New, innovative technologies that improve efficiency at ports and terminals top agenda at final
PEMA webinar for 2020.
• PEMA president calls on ports to increase investments in innovations in a post-COVID world.
• PEMA backs “MAGPIE” innovation roadmap to green ports of the future.
• PEMA president to moderate webinar focusing on how disruptive technologies can transform
sustainable port development
• “In case you missed it” – all PEMA webinars available on the association’s YouTube Channel.
• PEMA Technical Committees at work.
Ottonel Popesco, President – PEMA
Petar Karaivanov, Head of Administration – PEMA

PEMA to host webinar exploring the Port BULK Challenges post
COVID-19

The Port Equipment Manufacturers Association (PEMA) is to host a webinar entitled “Port
BULK Challenges post COVID-19” which will include presentations from four leading experts
from the Port BULK sector followed by a deep-dive Q&A session.
Port BULK Challenges post COVID-19 will be held on February 10, 2021 at 14:00 CET on the
Zoom video conferencing service.
To register for this webinar, please follow this
link: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_2auNG8sXQiqhTysYEYRxFQ
“In these exceptionally challenging times, it is more important than ever that we understand
the challenges of the Port BULK sector. PEMA is dedicated to enabling greater
understanding within the sector and the wider community,” says PEMA President and
Chairman of the Board, Ottonel Popesco.

The centrepiece of the 90-minute webinar will be presentations delivered by four keynote
speakers and will be moderated by Dr. Pietro de Michieli – Chair of PEMA’s Equipment
Design & Infrastructure Committee.
Our guest speakers:
•
•
•
•

Mr. Vincenzo De Falco- Manager Business Development; LD Port &
Logistics, Singapore.
Mr. Kendrick Tang- Director of Sales & Planning; Etihad Rail, Abu Dhabi.
Mr. Fernando Machinena- President; Oteko Group, Moscow, Russia.
Ms. Francesca Bonsignore- Consultant Associate; Rocktree, Italy.

will provide unique perspectives of port equipment manufacturers.
Following these presentations, there will be an interactive Q&A session giving participants
the opportunity to discuss issues raised during the presentations in greater depth.

PEMA publishes last information paper for 2020 –
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CRANE RAIL SYSTEMS

This information paper provides guidance on the selection of rail systems for port cranes and
the design of rail support infrastructure. It aims to help reduce problems and costs with rail
systems in terms of installation, operation, and performance.
This paper is intended to provide specifiers and purchasers of crane rail systems guidance and
recommendations for the selection of state-of-the-art crane rail systems for large cranes.
The goal of the paper is to improve the quality of rail installations and the resulting operation
of rail mounted cranes.
This document is one of a series of Information Papers developed by the Equipment Design
and Infrastructure Committee (EDI) of the Port Equipment Manufacturers Association
(PEMA). The series is designed to provide those involved in port and terminal operations with
advice on standards and their application to the design of port equipment, together with
guidance on issues related to equipment design and equipment interfaces with port
infrastructure.
This document does not constitute professional advice, nor is it an exhaustive summary of
the information available on the subject matter to which it refers.

This paper is available for download on the PEMA
website, https://www.pema.org/downloads/ under section Information Papers & Best
Practices.

New, innovative technologies that improve efficiency at ports and
terminals top agenda at latest PEMA webinar

The Port Equipment Manufacturers Association, (PEMA), invited its members to showcase
new technologies that improve operational efficiency during the latest in a series of
webinars hosted by the Association intended to focus on key issues facing the global ports
and terminals sector.
The event, which had more than 100 registered attendees from leading port equipment
manufacturers, was held on Zoom at 2pm CET on December 16, 2020.
Entitled New technologies from PEMA members which contribute to increased efficiency in
ports and terminals, the session included presentations on the characteristics and operational
benefits of members’ new technologies specialising in areas such as electrification and
automation.
The event was moderated by Pat O’Leary, PEMA Head of Technology.

“This is an excellent opportunity for our members to showcase their technologies on a neutral
platform with considerable exposure to media and major port industry players,” says
President and Chairman of the PEMA Board, Ottonel Popesco.
This is the third such event hosted by PEMA in recent months. In October, the Association
held a webinar that focused on issues relating to STS and yard cranes. And in April, it hosted
a webinar that explored the challenges facing the global shipping sector post-covid-19.
Further such events are planned into 2021.
Full webinar recording, including the presentations form members is available on the PEMA
YouTube page: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KCchrVsEmA

PEMA president calls on ports to increase investments in
innovations in a post-Covid world

Framing the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic for ports and terminals as “an unprecedented
time to innovate”, PEMA president Ottonel Popesco advocates transformative change to
global supply chains in an opinion piece published by Port Technology International (PDI
100 edition) that highlights the effects of a potential shift from globalisation to
regionalisation.
Writing in a personal capacity in an article entitled Building a New Link in the Global Supply
Chain, the Port Equipment Manufacturers Association president and chairman argues that
“the crisis presents unique conditions that allow innovators to think and move more freely to
create rapid, impactful change, apply supply chain breakthroughs, and new collaboration
techniques.”
Asking whether the impact of the global pandemic could signal the demise of globalisation,
Popesco outlines three likely scenarios in a post-Covid world and how these might impact
organisations’ supply chains. The first, localisation, would see the collapse of global value
chains as national governments adopt protectionist policies forcing companies to relocate
closer to home, undermining the importance of inter-regional and intra-regional value chains.
Second, regionalisation, in which the pandemic drives the development of inter-regional
value chains. Lastly, the continuation of the actual globalisation, with global trade and supply
chains returning to something resembling pre-Covid levels.

Unless governments make mandatory regulations, the regionalisation and globalisation are
the two realistic scenarios and any change to the actual system, will take years to implement
requiring customisation for each organization.

Post-pandemic landscape
Popesco presents a number of conclusions in terms of impacts for ports and terminals in the
wake of COVID-19. These include a potential short-term reduction in sea trade volumes with
a strong development towards the end of the sanitary crisis, eventual reduced investment in
larger container vessels, and greater integration of groupings of ports and shipping lines and
national supply chains.
He also anticipates a rebound in retrofitting rather than investment in new terminals and
equipment with the exception of the projects financed by the government’s stimulus,
continued growth in digitalisation and preventative maintenance. He also anticipates a surge
in demand for technologies that reduce environmental impact like electrification although he
argues that continued demand for automation systems may be mixed, with an overall
softening in interest being potentially offset by renewed demand for automation in specific
areas such as mooring and mobile yard equipment.
Popesco concludes on an upbeat note, predicting that sea trade will recover fast in the
medium to long term once the effects of the pandemic subside. He calls on port equipment
manufacturers to “stay close – even virtually – to your customers.”

PEMA backs “MAGPIE” innovation roadmap to green ports of
the future

The Port Equipment Manufacturers Association (PEMA) has expressed its support for
the “MAGPIE” initiative, which sets out how innovation can achieve green ports of the
future by 2050 through technological innovation.
“PEMA believes the MAGPIE proposal will deliver a roadmap towards green ports of the
future by 2050 and would therefore like to give our warmest possible recommendation of
support for this important cross-disciplinary innovation action,” PEMA President, Ottonel
Popesco, wrote in a statement.
“We are excited about the new and innovative technologies that are being demonstrated within
the MAGPIE project. Furthermore, we would be delighted to share results of the project in our
network. It is vital to ensure that new, innovative technologies that reduce environmental
impact receive the necessary support to come to market. We must all work together to combat
the environmental challenges we face,” he added.
PEMA’s key focus areas are the environment, safety, security, and performance – areas that
align with the MAGPIE initiative’s focus areas. PEMA represents the interests of more than
125 port equipment and technology suppliers worldwide, providing a platform to inform,
educate and promote best practice, both within the industries it serves and with port and
terminal operators and other key stakeholders.
The MAGPIE initiative is part of Horizon 2020, the EU’s largest research and innovation
programme to date, backed by some EUR 80 billion of funding, which calls for the building of
a “low-carbon, climate resilient future”.

PEMA president to moderate webinar focusing on how disruptive
technologies can transform sustainable port development

Port Equipment Manufacturers Association (PEMA) President, Ottonel Popesco, is to
moderate a major industry webinar devoted to exploring how disruptive technologies can
drive sustainable port development and operations, and thereby improve safety and
reduce environmental impact across the maritime supply chain.
“What are the technologies that will enable the global ports and terminals sector make a stepchange in sustainability? And how can these technologies be best implemented? We will
explore these and related issues during this event,” PEMA President, Ottonel Popesco said.
The webinar will be held on the Zoom video conferencing service on Friday, March 5, 2021.
The webinar will include keynote presentations from leading industry figures including Jon
Arnup, founder and CEO of Trent Ports Group; Aldo Ferrufino, Port Solutions Director,
Jacobs, Pieter Boshoff, CEO Remy InfoSource; Jay Pandya, Director IGO Solutions; Dr Rafiq
Swash, founder and CEO Aidrivers
The event is sponsored by Trent Port Services, leading ports and maritime service provider
Jacobs; industrial services provider iSpec; business solutions provider IGO Solutions, and
autonomous mobility solutions provider Aidrivers.

“In case you missed it” – all PEMA webinars available on the
association’s YouTube Channel

PEMA’s newly developed YouTube page comes in particularly good time to bring you
anything from the association’s webinars that you might have missed.
Stay in touch with past and future developments by subscribing to the page to receive
immediate updates once we upload new content.
In the past…
• “Technologies that contribute to increased efficiency in
Ports/Terminals”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KCchrVsEmA
•

“Views and technical challenges for the new generation of ship to shore
and yard cranes”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3egnFn9cIU

•

“The day after COVID-19: expectations, experiences and views for ports
& terminals”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IKaSNgWKUk

PEMA Technical Committees at work

Under the current exceptional circumstances, PEMA – The Port Equipment Manufacturers
Association is focusing its expertise and resources to develop and produce new Technical
Information Papers which are focusing on some fundamental aspects of the port equipment
manufacturing industry. Pulling on its existing member’s experts in the field alongside the
Chairs and Vice-Chairs of the three (3) PEMA Technical Committees, the Association is
heavily involved with new technologies and subjects for producing new content based on port
industry trends.
PEMA Chairs and Vice-Chairs of the Technical Committees together with PEMA President,
PEMA Head of Technology and PEMA Head of Administration meet biweekly online to make
sure the work stays consistent and to discuss the future workflow.
In 2020 we published the following Technical Information papers:
• Hoist Winch Gearboxes and Breaks on STS cranes;
• Automating Yard Operation in Brownfield Container Terminals: Infrastructure;
• Recommended minimum safety features for container yard equipment;
• Collision prevention at ports & terminals;
• Recommended Minimum Safety Features for Quay Container Cranes – Edition 2;
To this end, below is a list of the current ongoing projects we actively work for publication
within this year:
• Brownfield Paper 2.0 (Paper lead – Alois Recktenwald- Siemens AG);
• Mooring Systems (Paper lead – Jim Andriotis- Cavotec SA);

•
•
•
•
•

Bulk Handling Automation (Paper lead – Kari Rintanen-Konecranes OY);
TIC 4.0 “Define Activities of CHEs” (Paper lead – Pekka Yli-Paunu- Kalmar);
Mechanical Crane Standards (Paper lead – Casper Langeveld- Langeveld Project
Management B.V.);
Bulk Pollution (Paper lead – Karl Woodhaus- Samson MH);
Environment Battery Paper – (Paper lead – Philipp Wasmer- Conductix AG);

Please note that all these subjects were proposed and decided by the 3 Technical Committees
members which are always open to receive new proposals.
“The exceptional circumstances facing the industry and the world as a whole, make PEMA’s
work to improve the safety, efficiency, and sustainability of the global ports sector more
important than ever. Now, more than ever our 16 years of experience is of great benefit to our
members and the industry. This is why we kindly ask our members to reach out with any new
ideas and new technologies to join any of the current ongoing projects to strengthen the core
teams working on these important topics.”, says PEMA President and Chairman of the Board,
Ottonel Popesco.
PEMA Head of Technology, Pat O’Leary says that “PEMA continually strives to develop the
technological knowhow and best practice that ports and terminals need to ensure that world
trade is safe, efficient, and sustainable. These papers bring together some of the world’s leading
equipment manufacturers to share their knowledge and experience in their particular fields.
The input of our members in the technical publications is paramount which is why we invite
all members not only to express their interests, but also to actively participate in the preparation
of these papers. Based on feedback over the past number of years it is anticipated that these
PEMA papers will become indispensable engineering reference documents for the port
industry”
Pat O’Leary core tasks are to support and co-ordinate the work of PEMA’s three Technical
committees:
Safety & Environment
• Lars Meurling- Bromma AB - Chair, Vice-Chair: Jim Andriotis-Cavotec SA
Automation & Control Technologies Committee
• Kari Rintaenen-Konecranes OY, Chair, Vice-Chair: Alois Recktenwald-Siemens AG
Equipment Design & Infrastructure Committee
• Pietro de Michieli- Aumund Foerdertechnik GmbH, Vice-Chair: Gerhard FischerSiemens AG
Please do not hesitate to contact Mr. O’Leary- pat.oleary@pema.org or the Chairs/ Vice-Chairs
directly for any interest you might have on these technical papers.

STAY AHEAD WITH PEMA ON SOCIAL MEDIA PEMA Official webpage:
LinkedIn: PEMA - Port Equipment Manufacturers Association
Twitter: @PEMASecretary
Instagram: pema_secretary
Mynewsdesk www.mynewsdesk.com/pema
YouTube: PEMA - Port Equipment Manufacturers Association
ALL THE LATEST AT THE PEMA MEDIA CENTRE The PEMA Media Centre
https://www.pema.org/media-centre/
gives you regularly updated exclusive news content, including up-to-date information
about PEMA seminars and meetings, PEMA’s participation in special events, as well
as news on members and details of technical committee publications.
If you have any feedback or suggestions for the newsletter, please contact Petar
Karaivanov at petar.karaivanov@pema.org

